
 

Thesis statement:  Military communications technology has changed from pigeons and flags 

during the Civil War to satellites and mobile phones today. 

 

Introduction:  

 

My dad was in the U.S. Army Signal Corps during his military career and I thought that it would 

be an interesting topic. I also thought that my dad would enjoy helping me.  It relates to the 

theme because the Signal Corps’ job had to do with communication and it has been around since 

1860. Communication is not just about what the message is, it also includes how the message 

gets to where it needs to be and an example of this would be in the 1800s you would read about 

the news in the paper, later you were able to listen to the radio, and now you can watch the news 

on a TV.  

 

 

Section 1:  U.S. Civil War 

 

The war was fought in two primary fronts, northern Virginia and the valley of the 

Mississippi River which were about 700 miles apart.1 Battlefields were in small areas usually 

around a crossroads or near a town. The level of military communication technology used by the 

army were trains and telegraphs for delivering messages over medium and long distances, a type 

of signal flag called a wig wag and horse messengers were used for short distance 

communication and battlefield communication.  A type of telegraph called the Beardslee 

telegraph was a portable and isolated telegraph station with wire stored inside of it that was used 
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to extend telegraph lines from railroad networks to field headquarters.  Another form of 

communication was the heliograph, which was a tripod with two mirrors on it to reflect the sun 

in order to send messages.1  

The distance that messages could go reliably was very short. In order to send a long 

distance message across state borders you needed a courier who would have to ride a train or 

horse in order to deliver the message. Messages could be lost on the way or the courier could be 

robbed.  The telegraph was reliable, but in a battle, wire would have to be set up in order to 

communicate with other generals to formulate strategies.  

On December 7th, 1860 the U.S. Army Signal Corps was formed and Albert J. Myer was 

named Chief Signal Corps Officer. He was the first Chief Signal Corp Officer and its founder. 

In the beginning of the Civil War Myer had around 500,000 men in the Signal Corps, but he had 

been assigned men in the Army of the Potomac and he had moved them into the Signal Corps for 

training. During the war Myer was forced to send his men to generals who needed them and he 

arranged a system where a small group of men and an officer would go to each of the generals 

that required communications to help them setup lines of communications.3 The Signal Corps’ 

mission was to make sure that all generals had a line to Washington D.C. and a line to 

communicate with each other. 

 

 

Section 2: WWI 

 

1 Raines, Rebecca, Getting the Message Through: A Branch History of the U. S. Army Signal Corps. 
U.S.Government Printing Office. Pg 5, 7, 9, 19, 67 
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The forms of communication technology had advanced to telephones, naval radios with 

extended range, mobile radios, and airplane radios.  The Signal Corps used telephones for long 

distance communication, and radio for medium distance and combat communication,  they also 

used runners and carrier pigeons to rapidly deliver messages to officers in close proximity. 

The distance that a message could travel extended with the telephone, naval radio, and 

airplane radio.  It became possible to communicate across the Atlantic.  Medium distance 

became more effective, easier, and more mobile.  Short distance communication was still the 

most efficient, most reliable, and most mobile, but longer distance became easier. Radio 

messages were not highly reliable and were most effective when using the morse code.  

The Signal Corps was trained to dig communications trenches to lay wire in and operate 

switchboards for telephones. They used communications trenches where they would  bury wires 

to protect them from enemy artillery and foot traffic.3  They operated large switch boards in 

message centers with telegraph centers to record and transmit messages. They built and strung 

about 38,000 miles of wire in France. The Signal Corps’ primary function was to dig trenches to 

run wire in and operated message centers to make sure all messages got to where they needed to 

go on time. 

 

 

Section 3: WWII 

 

The level of communications technology had improved greatly since World War I with 

new inventions like the radar and the improvement of mobile radios that made communication 

much easier, cheaper, and much more reliable. Advancements had been made in aircraft, radio, 
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radar, and tank technology allowing radios to switch from being something you wanted and into 

something that many units needed to complete their mission successfully and quickly.2 

Members of the Signal Corps were used as messengers.  The Signal Corps monitored 

radar activity at key locations, controlled air traffic using radio, and used radio to relay orders to 

infantry and tank divisions all over Europe.  The Signal Corps primary mission was to establish 

connections with all units.  The Signal Corps faced challenges because they had to figure out 

German and Japanese codes while also making it hard to crack American codes.  Early in the war 

the allies used scrambler telephones to communicate , but the Germans were able to intercept the 

calls and decrypt them very quickly and easily.  The Signal Corps developed multiple ways of 

encoding their messages including the SIGSALY; a single terminal was 9 tons and could barely 

be moved.  The SIGSALY was used for high profile communications including troop 

movements; it coded its messages by playing white noise over them and the Germans were 

unable to crack it.  Another system they used was the SIGTOT which was a two way teletype.  It 

could be used over any landline or radioteletype channel and its terminals were installed in over 

nineteen overseas stations.  The Signal Corps was key in the initiation of D-Day using radio, 

providing sea condition charts and getting the message to all units involved with the invasion on 

June 6.  The Signal Corps’ most important and monumental task was decrypting the Germans 

Enigma cipher machine.  The Enigma cipher was so complex that a combined effort between 

Polish, American, and British forces couldn’t crack the code.  It took over two years to crack the 

Enigma code. The U.S. Signal Corps also developed their own way of coding their messages 

using code talkers in the Comanche tribe. The code talkers used their native language because it 

was barely known outside their immediate tribe and it was incredibly difficult to learn. The 

Signal Corps was also tasked with taking pictures of the war to document it. This included the 

2 Griess, Thomas. The Second World War. Avery Publishing Group. Pg 59-61 and 63-63 
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Holocaust and the genocide of European Jews during World War II.  The Signal Corps was also 

responsible for filming the war to inform the public with short films called war reels.  War reels 

were shown in movie theatres and they were heavily censored.  

 

 

Section 4: Vietnam 

 

During the war communications over short distances became more mobile and effective 

with the AN/PRC-25 which allowed clear communication between three and five miles. The 

level of technology in the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s, were the invention of helicopters, jet aircraft, 

and more modern radios.  In Vietnam a new type of radio called the AN/PRR-9 was a back 

mounted radio receiver with a headset to communicate with other squads.  The AN/PRR-9 was 

replaced by the AN/PRC-74 and the AN/FRC-93.  They were lighter and had earphones instead 

of a handset.  In November of 1965 the 69th Signal Battalion arrived in Vietnam with a long 

distance radio teletype called the AN/GRC-26, which was the first theater wide radio.  The 

Signal Corps had trained personnel organized into radio operators and engineers to set up 

communication and relay sites. The Signal Corps trained radio men to operate the radio 

backpacks in infantry units. 

 Almost all major communication was indirect using radio relays between command posts 

and mobile headquarters . 

 

 

Section 5: Operation Desert Storm and Shield 
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The technology in 1990-1991 utilized satellite communications, personnel computers, 

and satellite navigation.  

 Long distance was expanded upon by the use of communications satellites that acted as 

space based relay stations. This helped mobility as the ground stations could be quickly set up. 

The primary equipment of the signal corps was satellite radio, Global Positioning Systems 

(GPS), and mobile radio 

The Signal Corps mission was to provide, install, operate, and maintain communication 

networks and they assisted in the sending of radio teletype and voice radio messages between 

command posts. 

 

 

Section 6: Global War On Terror 

 

 The technology in early 2000 introduced smartphones, digital cameras, and Blue Force 

Tracker Computers (BFT) that allowed the Signal Corps to tell where the enemy was, where 

their troops were, and where they were in relation to each other. 

 Global communications became readily available and very mobile.  BFT computers were 

installed in tanks and aircraft so that they could send messages and communicate with each 

other; they provided maps images with symbols to show where friendly units were and where the 

enemy was. 

The primary equipment now included mobile phones, WiFi, drones and communications 

satellites. This equipment was used to send messages between Kuwait and Baghdad in the 
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invasion of Iraq in 2003 which is a distance of over 350 miles.  The BFT computer allowed 

messages to be transmitted over a long distance almost immediately.  When soldiers would call 

in airstrikes the bomber would know exactly where to aim and where there were friendlies. 

Trained drone operators used  communications satellites and were now able to communicate or 

send videos of combat operations with anyone anywhere in the world instantaneously. 

 

 

Conclusion: 

 

The change of the Signal Corps over time aligns with civilian and commercial change. 

This change has made long distance communication much easier and more efficient.  A  message 

can be sent instantly instead of taking days or weeks. The Signal Corps has taken a front seat in 

military communications and in signal based (network) communications and warfare.  The 

Signal Corps has evolved constantly in terms of what technology was available to them but their 

mission has never changed. 
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